
In addition to the steps taken through training, the
project has also advanced in its development of Work
Package 2: Blueprint for the Empowerment, Lifelong
Learning, and Employability of Women. Available in
English, German, Italian, and Spanish, the Blueprint
emerges as a comprehensive framework for
practitioners working with women clients, offering a
matrix for understanding how women’s skills can
correlate to digital competences and labour market
demands. The Blueprint also includes a self-assessment
tool, which can be used by clients to better understand
their skills and strengths, and how these can relate to a
career pathway that is right for them. Available now, the
Blueprint can be found at
http://digitalempowher.eu/resources/

The consortium consists of six
organisations from five countries:

Ballymun Job Centre (Ireland)

Associazione Piano C (Italy)

MetropolisNet (Germany)

Ayuntamiento de Alzira (Spain)

Folkuniversitetet (Sweden)

Rinova Málaga (Spain)

WE LAUNCHED OUR BLUEPRINT FOR THE EMPOWERMENT,
LIFELONG LEARNING AND EMPLOYABILITY OF WOMEN
AND SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL
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Digital EmpowHer is...
 a guidance approach to encourage adult women’s lifelong learning, skills
development and resilience to access opportunities and succeed in the

labour market.

Much progress has been made since the
first newsletter. Firstly, our partner
organization PianoC facilitated an excellent
training in Milan, which took place between
the 29th and 31st May 2023. The
Community of Practice CoP composed of
both project coordinators and guidance
practitioners, encouraged an atmosphere
of collaboration and peer-informed
progress, from our research results to the
specifications of our training curriculum
and self-assessment tool.

Partners

http://digitalempowher.eu/resources/
https://bmunjob.ie/
https://www.pianoc.it/
https://www.metropolisnet.eu/
https://www.alzira.es/
https://www.folkuniversitetet.se/
http://www.rinova.es/


The next steps of our Digital EmpowHer project is the completion of the WP3 Training Curriculum
Learning Units and Activities, as well as the digital platform to feature tailored content, freely
available to our target groups, associated partners and stakeholders, including guidelines for local
context delivery of training and validation of learning resources during our Multiplier Events coming
up in the new year.

In addition, we invite you to complete the Digital EmpowHer Self-Assessment Tool available here:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSchUHmr83bTrCx7VPUh-
sw_Wx6Gfio2tUKAlx_M1c1zOsJVRw/viewform

This project is funded by the European Commission. The
content of this website reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein.

Drumming up interest on a local level, the Digital EmpowHer project featured in our National
Agency: Leargas’ #ErasmusDays social media campaign, you can check out our featured post.

Stay tuned for further updates via our website.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7117834815659225089/
http://digitalempowher.eu/

